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Italy has a quite young experience in 
polar activities. Part of such an 
experience derives from the research 
activity that has been performed in the 
last ten years in the framework of the 
Italian National Research Programme 
in Antarctica. An other important 
research project in an extreme 
environment is the CNR - High - 
altitude Laboratory - Observatory 
located on the Himalayan Range, 
Nepal at 5050 m altitude. 
The Italian effort in the Arctic is not 
yet comparable with that of other 
northern countries; nevertheless, the 
National Research Council of Italy 
(CNR) proposes to improve the 
international cooperation towards the 
studies of an area of crucial interest 
for understanding the global processes 
of the climatic and environmental 
changes. 

This brochure represents a preliminary overview of the research activity that will be carried out at CNR 
scientific station at Ny-Alesund. The research programmes are shown as summaries of the speeches 

presented at the workshop held at Ny-Alesund on May 15th, 1997 during the official opening of the scientific 
station. 
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 Tropospheric air pollution 
research in the Arctic 

Air pollution studies are planned on 
several important topics. The 
inorganic composition of suspended 
particulate matter as a function of the 
size distribution will be studied in 
order to understand the physico-
chemical process related to the 
transformation and transport of 
aerosols over Polar regions. Special 
emphasis will be given to nitrogen 
containing compounds which will 
include gas phase species such as 
nitric acid, nitrogen dioxide, PAN, 
nitrous acid and organic nitrates, and 
particulate species such as nitrates. 
These components will be measured 
by sampling with a proper 
combination of diffusion denuders 
and filter packs which allow reliable 
measurements at parts per trillions 
level. Such a sensitive techniques 
may be useful to understand 
important chemical processes relte to 
the formation or to the depletion of 
tropospheric ozone in polar 
atmospheres. In addition, carbon 
containing aerosols will be evaluated 
with a novel 
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technique which is able to discriminate volatile organic components from carbonaceous material. The study of 
sulfur chemistry is an additional important reserch theme which will include the evaluation of Methane Sulfuric 
Acid (MSA) and sulfuric acid in fine particulate, as well as the long range transport of sulfur dioxide. Such 
measurements are also very important in order to assess the contribution of sulfuric acid particles in the 
transport processes of nitrous acid. Additional measurements will be carried out on airborne mercury and 
mercury containing compounds. A dedicate sampling technique, based on gold trap and gold coated annular 
denuders will be used for such important components. Since it is expected an increased use of incinerators for 
waste disposal in Europe, an evaluation of mercury pollution is a key step to understand the role of 
anthropogenic sources of atmospheric pollutants. An additional important research theme is concerning with the 
evaluation of organic components either in gas phase or in particulate matter. These species are emitted by 
anthropogenic sources and by natural processes. After the emission step, they are transported through the 
atmosphere where they may react with radicals, thus changing chemical and physical nature. A special interest 
will be addressed to oxygenated compounds (Alcohol, ethers, eldehydes) which were not extensively studied. 
The research plan in the Artic polar region also includes a database for the most interesting organic and 
inorganic components in order to describe their spatial occurence in other remote areas. The link with activities 
in CNR laboratories in Himalaya or in Antarctica is quite obvious. In addition, the research plan offers 
significant possibilities for the development of more accurate and precise analytical techniques which will be 
conveniently used in other scientific activities related to atmospheric pollution. For example, it is planned to 
design a novel multistage slit impactor and to develop the carbon coated denuder for the measurement of low 
levels of nitrogen dioxide. 
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 Radiation and surface 
fluxes measurements at Ny-
Alesund

Radiation and energy fluxes are of 
fundamental importance in 
characterizing the role of polar 
regions and their various surface 
components (snow, blue ice, dry 
areas, sea ice) as strong heat sinks 
cooling the atmosphere and radiating 
energy into space. Short- (SW) and 
long-wave (LW) radiative fluxes and 
surface energy balance and the 
coupling mechanisms between 
climate and the ice sheet induced by 
the atmospheric boundary layer were 
described by several authors though 
more data would be required. More 
investigations are also needed on the 
role of cloudiness and cloud type in 
the net radiation and SW and LW 
balances over surfaces that generally 
have a high albedo. Measurements 
carried out by the authors at Terra 
Nova Bay in Antarctica, though 
providing partial and not entirely new 
hints, are of some value for the 
radiative characterization of the polar 
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atmosphere and related surface fluxes. Answers are still needed on the way radiation interacts with the 
atmosphere and the role of clouds of various nature. An experiment is being designed for quantifying the land-
ocean-ice-atmosphere radiational interactions and energy fluxes at the Italian research station of Ny-Alesund.
The idea is to use data from surface measurements at sea level and satellite measurements from NOAA polar 
orbiters. In the following some details are given on the upcoming project. Sea level measurements of radiation 
and surface fluxes will be conducted at the Italian coastal station of Ny-Alesund. The Advanced Very High 
Resolution Radiometer (AVHRR) on board NOAA polar orbiters is the candidate instrument for the necessary 
satellite studies. Cloud detection and classification schemes will be applied to daytime imagery for the 
determination of cloud radiative properties. 
Cloud classification algorithms for midlatitudes are mostly unsuitable for the polar regions since ice- and snow-
covered surfaces have a high reflectance and very low temperatures that cause surface and cloud values to be 
very similar making the discrimination a difficult task. Classification methods for the polar regions have 
recently been proposed by several authors. The problem of validating the classification accuracy and reducing 
the misclassification danger has also been discussed. Multispectral classifications of Antarctic land surfaces and 
open sea and sea ice will contribute to a correct definition of the radiative properties of cloud-free areas. Surface 
albedo as determined from the AVHRR is another important parameter for the estimation of energy and 
radiation balances of polar regions. Simulations of the interactions of solar radiation with the Arctic atmosphere 
need finally to be performed for an accurate description of the physical parameters influencing the satellite 
measurements of surface and cloud reflectance: gaseous absorption, scattering by molecules, inhomogeneities in 
the ground reflectance, and observation geometry. The project represents a unique opportunity to gain new 
insights into the Arctic atmosphere physical structure given the multi-parameter set of measurements of 
radiative properties. A better parameterization of radiational and energy exchanges is expected as the final result 
for climate studies and dynamic models. 
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 Global Change:

O3 & UV 

The group works on the UV solar 
radiation and its interactions with 
gaseous atmospheric components as 
O3, SO2 and NO2 and more recently 
on its effects on the biosphere. 
Included in the activity of National 
Antarctic Research Program (PNRA) 
the team performs the studies on the 
evolution of stratospheric Ozone 
depletion in Antarctica especially 
during the austral spring when the 
phenomenon of Ozone hole is 
moving on. Since the earlier PNRA 
campaigns an UV radiometric station 
was installed in italian base of Terra 
Nova Bay to monitor the solar 
irradiance and its linkage with the 
Ozone concentration evolution. Two 
international agreements, one with 
the New Zealand Antarctic Project 
and with Departimento Nacional del 
Antartico of Argentina the second 
one, made possible the studies of the 
activity of Ozone hole moved by 
polar vortex. In fact, between 1991 
and 1996, 
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two spectrophotometers Brewer in Scott Base, 77.185°S-166.673°E, and in Belgrano II, 77.866°S-34.633°E, 
were installed. The contemporary measurements in nearly symmetric position from South Pole allowed to 
follow the development of the hole.
Continuing the studies in this field, since 1994 the analysis of the hole boundary was began. This during the 
spring time moves at lower latitudes, rising until the southern lands of american continent, Patagonia. In 
Ushuaia (Tierra del Fuego, Argentina), 54.822°S-68.323°W, a site of monitoring with a Brewer and, during the 
spring and summer seasons, with solar radiometers for UV-A, UV-B and Global radiation was established. The 
first results of this research are came to an bilateral agreement between CNR, Istituto di Fisica dell’Atmosfera, 
and the CONICET, Centro Austral De Investigaciones Cientifica, of Argentina, named IUVECOM 
(Intercomparison of UV Equipments for Columnar Ozone Modelling), to compare the data obtained from wide 
view range radiometers and instruments with narrow angle of measure. Ushuaia is a node of Polar UV 
Radiation Monitoring Network of National Science Foundation of USA, and in the CADIC is present a 
spectroradiometer SUV 100 (NSF property), this permit the comparison between the Brewer, as reference of 
stratospheric Ozone, and the SUV 100 as reference of UV spectra.
The measure in Ushuaia are interesting also because allow a comparison with those of site of Belgrano II that, 
during the hole season, is localised inside the hole. The Brewer can calculate the vertical profile of Ozone 
concentration between 4 and 50 km, umkehr model. The starting parameters of the model are referred to 
medium latitudes and then it is advantageous to study the differences for the polar latitudes. The activity that the 
group begin in Ny Alesund is linked to the presence of some international research groups that perform 
measurements of Ozone by ozonesounding and of aerosol profiles with lidar. These data are very useful to 
tuning the umkehr model at high latitudes where the Ozone concentration has swift fluctuations.

In the next campaign PNRA in Antarctica, a fully automatic system for the solar radiation, named SARA, will 
be located in Terra Nova Bay to monitor the sun rise when the base is closed. The first tests of functionality will 
be executed in Ny Alesund base. Very important for the global change studies is the background level of CO2 
monitoring that the team performs in Jubany, Base (argentinean Antarctic base), 62.233°S-58.666°E, from 
1994. Studies in agreements with NOAA (USA) and AES (Canada). The station has become a node of the 
Global Atmospheric Watch network of the World Meteorological Organisation.
In Italy are carried on researches with the universities of Rome "La Sapienza" and "Tor Vergata" on the effects 
of the solar UV radiation on the plants, building materials and human eye-cataracts. With the university of 
Messina the effects on the marine biology are investigated. The group is also present in the programs of Italian 
Space Agency (ASI) with a study on the UV albedo. All collected data are poured in the Carbon Dioxide 
Information Analysis Centre, in the World Ozone Data Centre and in the World Data Centre for Greenhouse 
Gases. 
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 Sun_Earth interactions: 
Magnetosphere-ionosphere 
couplings

The terrestrial magnetosphere is in a 
continuous evolution as a 
consequence of its exchange of 
energy, mass and momentum with 
the solar-wind and ionosphere. As a 
consequence of its interaction the 
Earth's magnetosphere behaves like 
an open dynamical system which is 
usually in a configuration far from 
equilibrium; this is well evidenced by 
a series of phenomena which take 
place during the so called 
magnetospheric substorms and are 
observable even from Earth. One of 
the most fascinating phenomena 
directly observable from the Earth 
during a substorm is certainly the 
aurora. 
This phenomenon is consequence of 
the particle precipitations in the polar 
ionospheres due to the dissipation of 
the energy stored in the central region 
of the magnetospheric tail (plasma 
sheet). Thus the observation of 
auroral phenomena becomes a 
powerful tool to study 
magnetospheric plasma 
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convection and transport processes, and more generally to study the solar-wind, magnetosphere and ionosphere 
(S-M-I) coupling mechanism. In fact, the comparison of the auroral light emission at different wavelenghts 
provides information on the energy spectra of the ion primary fluxes responsible of auroral event. This 
information is certainly of interest to study the origin, and the acceleration processes of magnetospheric plasma. 
Moreover it is possible to correlate the observations from Earth with those from satellites, in order to study the 
nature of physical process responsible of light emissions. Recently, Italy has initiated a programme to develop 
automatic stations (All-Sky Camera) for the observation of the auroral phenomena in Antarctica. The possibility 
to install a similar type of instrumentation at Ny Alesund, which integrates the Norwegian observations at 
different wavelenghts, clearly provides a new perspective to study the global dynamics of the magnetosphere-
ionosphere system. Moreover, the possibility to correlate the observation of the auroral phenomena in the Arctic 
site with the Ionospheric-Radar in the Antarctic site, wich is magnetically conjugate, during the Arctic winter 
provides a new tool to analyse the north-south asymmetry phenomena wich have been widely mentioned and 
studied in the past. 
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Biological Sciences: Italy's 
Planned Research 
Activities in Ny-Alesund

Due to extreme conditions, polar 
environments possess unique values 
for research. Marine and terrestrial 
habitats are ideal natural laboratories 
for biological research in many 
fields, e.g. ecology, life history, 
behaviour, genetics, physiology, 
biochemistry, molecular and cellular 
biology. The Northern and Southern 
Oceans have very different 
characteristics. In addition to 
geophysical features (land vs sea), 
the climatic features of the Antarctic 
are more extreme then those of the 
Arctic. The geologic history of 
Gondwana has led to complete 
isolation of the Antarctic continent, 
and to the formation of the Circum-
Antarctic Current and - consequently 
- of the Antarctic Polar Front (or 
Antarctic Convergence). 
Due to the abrupt decrease in 
temperature in the waters 
immediately south of the Polar Front, 
the latter is a natural barrier for 
migration in both directions, 
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and a key factor for the isolation and evolution of the marine fauna, much more abundant and diversified than 
the terrestrial fauna. In the Arctic, isolation is less stringent. The range of temperature variations is wider, both 
in the ocean and in the surrounding lands. The colonised terrestrial portions are extensive; they are directly 
linked to temperate areas, greatly facilitating adaptation and redistribution of terrestrial organisms on one hand 
and, on the other, producing wide and complex terrestrial mechanisms of feedback to the climate, which add to 
those originating from ocean and atmosphere circulation. In addition, the anthropogenic impact on the 
environment is greater. These differences in the two polar environments are also differently reflected in Global 
Change. Accordingly, studies on marine and terrestrial ecosystems are likely to provide answers to different 
questions, which are often complementary to one another. The above considerations are the basis of the 
rationale for undertaking biological research in the Arctic. In summary, the Arctic provides the connection 
between the more extreme, simpler Antarctic system and the more complex temperate and tropical systems.

Biodiversity in the Arctic

In Arctic biology, the study of biodiversity is of paramount importance, since it is strongly linked to man-
induced environmental changes. In this scenario, the preservation of biodiversity is a main goal. A necessary 
step for maintaining Arctic biodiversity is the analysis of the physiological and biochemical mechanisms which 
are at the basis of biodiversity of the ecosystems. This analysis implies a detailed study of the physiological and 
biochemical adaptative strategies of Arctic marine and terrestrial organisms. A pre-requisite is the identification 
of key species which, due to the development of adaptive fitness to their ecological niches, may represent 
biological probes for monitoring man-induced changes likely to affect biodiversity. Moreover, some of the 
results of this research may be of interest in biotechnological processes, as will be mentioned below. The 
research activity of Italian biochemists will comprise the following research lines: 

●     a. Physiological and biochemical adaptations in the marine ecosystem (e.g. fish) 
●     b. Life strategies in fish, birds and mammals 
●     c. Man-induced environmental changes in marine and terrestrial ecosystems: effect of UVb (e.g. in larval 

fish); contamination of heavy metals, PCB, etc. 

Biomedicine

The research project will include structural and functional studies on hemoglobins, enzymes, stress and metal-
binding proteins, biomarkers, subcellular structures such as membranes and studies on gene expression. Each 
topic will be investigated in the general framework of adaptive evolution and keeping the comparative 
implications into due account. The oxygen-transport system is one of the main linkages between the organism 
metabolic needs and the environment. For example, hemoglobins will be studied in terms of multiplicity, 
structure (primary to quaternary) and function, with the aim to understand the effect of temperature fluctuations 
on the oxygen transport. The structure-function relationship will be analysed in detail also through molecular 
modelling and site-directed mutagenesis. In fish, the amino acid sequences will also be used in a molecular 
approach to the study of evolution. Special attention will be devoted to thermodynamic analysis of catalysis in 
enzymes which have a key role in metabolism. Enzymes of the oxidative metabolism will be investigated, in 
view of their role in the defense mechanisms against oxidative stress, also due to enhanced UVb radiation 
(causing production of free radicals), pollutants and UVb-pollutant interaction (taking seasonality in due 
consideration).
Oxidative stress is also closely related to the efficiency of specific metal-binding proteins and metallothioneins. 
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In fish and invertebrates, these proteins will be investigated in connection with the effects of metal pollution. 
Stress proteins are another important group. The molecular response to a temperature increase (heat shock) or, 
more in general, to cellular stress leads to block of normal protein synthesis and to expression of stress proteins. 
Regulation and expression of genes encoding metal-binding and stress proteins is not only interesting per se, but 
also provides a powerful tool for monitoring the impact of stress-causing agents.
The understanding of the structural bases of thermodynamic features of the Arctic ecosystem may bear 
implications for biotechnological processes. Pertinent examples include (i) the possibility of obtaining 
transgenic animals with the aim to adapt economically relevant Arctic species to widely different environments; 
(ii) the possibility of using mutant hemoglobins (e.g. mimicking the hemoglobin of reindeer, characterised by 
optimal functioning at low temperatures) in human organ perfusion.
The biomedicine programme may be considered the natural extension at biological level of the projects on the 
chemico-physical processes which characterise the Arctic atmosphere. The programme, in fact, is centered on 
the effect that combination of UV radiation with chemical pollutants of various kinds may have on the onset of 
several pathologies, for example at the level of the skin and the immunosystem. Another aspect of the same 
problem is linked to the role of marine aerosol as a source of reactive species of halogens (Cl, Br, I) which may 
influence the atmosphere in a season-dependent way. On the basis of the above-mentioned phenomena the study 
will focus on those biochemical mechanisms which are at the basis (i) of the molecular control of the oxidative 
metabolism and (ii) of the modulation of the immunological response.
Hence, particular attention will be given to: 
●     - lipid peroxidation 
●     - antioxidant enzymes such as superoxide dismutase, catalase etc. 
●     - lymphocyte and granulocyte function 
●     - structural and functional properties of erythrocytes

These parameters will be evaluated on biological samples (blood, urine and saliva) obtained from resident 
people to investigate the effect of a chronic exposure, as well as from non-residents (such as tourists and 
researchers) to establish the effect of a rapid and short exposure. Last but not least, the effect of the diet and of 
particular substances such as vitamin E on all the parameters under investigation will be examined. 
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 Remote Sensing 
experiments at Ny-Alesund

Remote sensing techniques are of 
valuable interest in the Arctic region 
to contribute to monitoring programs 
in different disciplines. The scientific 
station at Ny-Alesund offers unique 
research opportunities to the italian 
scientific community to extend to the 
Arctic region the expertise developed 
in other glacial environments, or to 
improve the existing activity in the 
Arctic. In particular, concerning 
remote sensing applications, attention 
will be focused on the investigation 
of the multitemporal spectral and 
spatial characteristics of snow 
covered and vegetated areas and 
wave dispersion by frazil-pancake ice 
from SAR imagery. Investigation of 
surface features in a glacial 
environment were carried out by the 
authors in Antarctica and in a Alpine 
environment. Observations were 
performed on snow/ice surfaces, hard 
rock, glacial drifts and on soil units. 
Along with satellite data processing, 
also field radiometric measuremets 
were
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carried out during the last three expeditions in Antarctica in the spectral range between 0.350 and 2.500 nm. It is 
well known that different types of snow and snow in different states of metamorphism reflect light differently. 
In the visible part of the spectrum fresh snow may have a reflectance of nearly 100%, while at longer 
wavelengths reflectance decreases, giving rise to distinct absorption features at more than 1.0 nm. The 
integrated analysis between satellite and field data, performed on both snow and rock surfaces, has further 
confirmed the necessity of a large spectral data set in order to increase the knowledge of the physical processes 
that determine radiometric changes. Field measurements were also conducted in the eastern italian Alps over 
snow areas at different metamorphic stages. Measuremets were taken both in the visible/infrared and in the 
microwave region of the EM spectrum. Rock and soil materials were also investigated in Antarctica to classify 
supraglacial deposits according to spectral signature and texture.
In this context the major goal is to acquire a consistent number of radiometric measures over natural surfaces in 
glacial environments at different latitudes accompanied by field data about the physical characteristics of the 
targets in order to interpret multispectral satellite data for multitemporal surface change detection. This analysis 
is also focused on those territorial units where deglaciation regularly occurs, in order to investigate landscape 
changes connected to the evolution of the snow cover.

The CNR-IMGA is one of the partners of the research project ESOP-2 (European Subpolar Ocean Programme 
Phase 2: The thermohaline circulation in the Greenland Sea) of the EU Programme Mast III. IMGA's task in this 
project is the continuation of the work carried out during 1994-96 under the EU Environment Programme, to 
map ice thickness from SAR imagery in the Odden Ice Tongue, Greenland Sea.
The basis of this work is the theory of wave propagation from open sea in frazil-pancake ice. The spectral 
analysis of SAR images gives the change of wavelength (and angle of refraction) of the dominant wave entering 
the ice field, the change of wavelength being directly related to ice thickness. Ground truth data (ice thickness 
and composition, wind stress and local wave spectrum, etc.) are obtained from field experiments carried out in 
the Odden during the spring season.
PRISAR images of the Odden region are acquired and processed. The analysis procedure consists of the 
following steps: 

1.  geolocation and georeference of each image onto a UTM map projection; 
2.  extraction of a line of full resolution windows, 512x512 pixel size, going from the open sea toward and 

inside the ice field in the image; 
3.  wave spectra computation on the extracted windows (by means of the Optical Fourier Transform); 
4.  contour plot and peak detection of wave spectra. Ice thickness values derived from this analysis can be 

compared with those obtained from the field experiment. 
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 Long term corrosion tests 
of stainless steel in polar 
seawater

The corrosion behaviour of metal 
alloys in polar regions is scarcely 
defined and, in particular, the effects 
of the biofilms on the corrosion 
resistance of stainless steel alloys are 
not well established. In the European 
conditions it is well recognised that 
biofilms, adhering on stainless steel 
surfaces, increase the risk of localised 
corrosion onset and the propagation 
rate of corrosion attacks when 
nucleated. These bioeffects, shortly 
indicated as Microbial Induced 
Corrosion (MIC), have been widely 
studied in the European Seas where 
they appeared almost independent of 
seasons, geographic location and 
light conditions in the temperature 
range between 8 and 30°C. Any 
shifting of the seawater temperature 
higher than 30°C and lower than 8°C 
seems to drastically reduce the MIC 
interferences on stainless steel 
corrosion resistance. Indeed, short-
term corrosion tests carried out in 
Terra Nova Bay at the Italian 
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Station in Antarctica (74°41'42"S, 164°07'23"E) during the summer campaigns of the National Italian Research 
Programme have shown that: 
●     as in European seas, biofilm settlement on stainless steel surfaces modifies the oxygen reduction kinetics but 
with electrochemical effects less important than in warmer conditions 
●     the amounts and nature of biofilm are insufficient to explain this different behaviour 
●     the Antarctic conditions, characterised by longer incubation times of localised corrosion attacks, are more 
aggressive than those due to the low temperature only. This behaviour needs a deepening which could arise only 
from a field monitoring of the main electrochemical behaviour of stainless steel samples throughout the year. 
An under water acquisition system connected to a structure loading 80 stainless steel specimens freely exposed 
with or without artificial crevice former or coupled to more noble alloys will be immersed near a pier of Ny- 
Ålesund from May 1997 to May 1998. Measurements of the free corrosion potentials and galvanic currents will 
be used to define the stainless steel behaviour throughout the year and to assess the working capability of the 
underwater acquisition data system in the polar conditions. 
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 Project for the activation of 
an Operative Unit of 
Telemedicine in Arctic 
territory

The Institute of Experimental 
Medicine of the Italian National 
Council for Researches with its 
Operative Unit of Telemedicine 
Project afferent to Programma 
Nazionale di Ricerche in Antartide 
(PNRA), has developed a technology 
able to transmit biomedical data like 
images (radiographic and 
ecographics) and electric signals 
(electroencephalograms and 
electrocardiograms) using just the 
regular telephone lines. Medical 
assistance in Arctic could receive a 
great enhancement with the help of 
high resolution images and data 
transmission. This new technology, 
in fact makes it possible for physician 
in Base to have an highly qualified 
specialistic assistance. Besides that, 
with the same system, we could help 
any biomedical researche giving the 
opportunity of transmitting data 
quickly for following processing. 
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Communication technologies implemented have other application besides medicine, for example it can be used 
to send pictures to ships, provide informations on ice banks for seaworthiness. The specialist, to give out a very 
good diagnosis, needs an high quality medical images. That’s why an high resolution is required without 
loosing details for the dimensions, therefore the images digitized would occupy files of many megabytes. A way 
to resolve this problem it would be a system that permits high speed transmission by means of optical fibers. 
Currently many medical centers in the world have adopted this system of telecommunication that require an 
expensive and very powerful infrastructure (gigabytes for second). But for general application in remote sites 
like Arctic, Antarctic, and islands is considered unsuitable.
The alternative strategy, developed at one’s owns by Italian researches in Antarctica,it bases on the pre-
processing images before the upload, getting a drastic reduction of the outcoming file dimension; therefore it 
has enough for a low speed transmission media to send them in a very short time (lower than a minute).In fact 
the system needs only a normal telephone line with a traditional wire or a satellite (Inmarsat, Intelsat) and in 
case of back-up an ham-radio device using orbiting satellites.In this way we send in a few seconds a file that 
originally has dimensions from 1 to 4 megabytes, reduced approximately 25 times, with JPEG or FRACTAL 
compression algorithm.
The system doesn’t implicated lot of costs: just having a Personal Computer, a standard modem, a system of 
digitalization made up of a television camera with a dedicated device, and a card of Fractal compression 
containing a microprocessor with implemented the algorithm of Fractal method.The receiving station required 
only a PC to download, decompress, display images, and visualize very high quality digital ECG through a 
dedicated proprietary software. 
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CNR - Italy in Arctic: The old Age

 Italy and the Arctic: The old 
age

Exploration

In the 120 years since Italian 
unification (1861) only two important 
Arctic ventures obtained government 
patronage: the expedition of Amedeo 
of Savoy, Duke of the Abruzzi on the 
ship Stella Polare (1989) and 
Umberto Nobile's flights on the 
Dirigibile Italia (1928). Towards the 
end of the XIX century the arctic 
regions were visited by occasional 
Italian travelers, missionaries and 
scientists at distant intervals. The 
crew of C. Weyprecht and J.von 
Payer's Austro-Hungarian Arctic 
expedition on the Teghetthoff (1872) 
was recruited in Istria and spoke 
Italian, or better, the Istrian-Triestino 
dialect, "although unfortunately" an 
Italian scolar noted later on "the 
words that resounded most frequently 
were: Long live the Emperor!". A 
few italian naval officers took part in 
foreign expeditions:
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Eugenio Pietro Parent (A.E. Nordenskjöld's expedition of 1872-72); Giacomo Bove (Nordenskjöld, 1878-80); 
Alberto De Rensis (A. Hovgaard, 1882). In 1896 Father P. Tosi led a catholic missionary expedition to Alaska, 
and in 1897 the Duke of the Abruzzi led mountaineering expedition to Mt. S.Elia (Alaska). The exploration of 
polar regions by airships was promoted by the geographer E. Giribaldi as early as 1882.

Perception

During the XIXth and early XXth century, several Italian geographers, by studying and re-assessing the polar 
observation of explorers of other countries, tackled a vast range of scientific and geographical hypotheses, 
authoritatively contrasting them with the utopias and fantastic theories that until then had filled popular 
imagination. There were gaps and anomalies in the already recognized natural law which could only be solved 
with data collected at the high latitudes. Hypotheses about bipolar symmetry were constructed and verified. The 
theory of antipodes, which assumed the existence of vast southern continent balancing the then equally mythical 
"free sea" at the north pole, was sustained. Polar observations completed the global picture of atmospheric and 
oceanic circulation, correctly interpreting them as a single, great, complex thermodynamic engine. The nature of 
mysterious polar ice was revealed. The immense and ancient domes of continental ice allowed the formation of 
theories on glaciation, and the ephemeral life of sea ice was recognized, packing the "paleochrystic sea" - the 
supposed, and much debated, primordial sea ice - off to the museum of fossil scientific ideas. In the view of 
Italian polar geographers the scientific aims of the explorations combined with states' economic and strategic 
interests, such as a strategic function in the polar expedition for trainig naval corps, which would enable Italy to 
increase its military preparation and prestige.
The Italian geographers of 1800s worked patiently, intuitively, with passion, unsupported by national scientific 
policy, and with the constant regret that they were unable to take part in the great venture of discovering the 
poles. But their wide-ranging and detailed analyses produced a fascinating picture of poles in humanist and 
scientific climate that is enviable today. 
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 Tourism and carrying 
capacity: a proposition for 
research in Svalbard area

Tourism is seen from the 
Governments as the possibility of 
economic development for Arctic 
Regions.
The attraction of these places, with 
their abundance of natural resources 
amenities, is bringing an increasing 
number of tourists, demanding more 
infrastructures and facilities. There is 
a real possibility to reach the limits of 
the sustainability in a short time. One 
of the most important questions 
which has emerged in this period is 
the search of a balance between 
environment (compatibility) and 
economic growth (sustainable). 
Tourism is an important part of this 
dynamic, and the demand for 
alternatives forms like ecotourism, 
nature tourism, cultural tourism is 
growing rapidly. Form of soft 
tourism can also generate in a 
medium-long period negative 
environmental and socio-cultural 
impacts.

Try to establish the carrying capacity of a tourism destination may facilitate to understand when the resource 
limits are reached or outgrown . Svalbard has a long tourism tradition (end '800), an important environmental 
protection ( many protected areas, visitor and operator codes) and an increasing number of tourists (40.000 in 
1996): Svalbard can constitute an unique research field to check the different aspects of tourist flows and 
tourism development. This poject hopes to contribuite to the evaluation of the big, environmental and cultural, 
value of the polar regions and to estabilish criteria and baseline for other Arctic areas involved in tourism for an 
increasing awareness for the sustainable development trough an alternative fully sympathetic form of tourism in 
fragile ecosystems. 
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Arctic Base: Dirigibile Italia

Inauguration of the Italian Arctic Station

Morning 15 May 1997

08.30 arrival Group 1 

08.45 welcome and agenda of the meeting (I.Allegrini)

09.00 visit to the Station 

09.40 visit to the memorial and/or mooring pillar (at the presence of Ambassador of Italy M.Quagliotti, and 
Colonel O.Ferrante, representative of U.Nobile Foundation)

10.30 visit to Ny-Alesund international station 

11.20 break 

11.30 arrival Group 2 

11.40 
greeting addresses by A.Liberatori (Chairman of CNR Environmental Committee), M.Quagliotti 
(Ambassador of Italy), A.Olsen (Governor of Svalbard), O.Rogne (IASC Segretary General), S.Falck-
Pattersen (representative of Norvegian Polar Institute)

12.20 brindisi 

12.45 lunch

Afternoon 15 May 1997 - workshop 

13.45 Allegrini: introduction to the workshop

14.00 Chairman: B.Battaglia

Atmosphere and Upper Atmosphere 

14.00 I.Allegrini: Changes in the atmosphere

14.15 M.Candidi: The Poles in the Sun-Earth relationships 

14.30 brief discussion

14.45 O.Hov: suggestions and conclusions 

Biology and Biomedicine 

15.00 G.Di Prisco: Biological evolution and adaptation to the Arctic environment

15.15 B.Giardina: Biomedicine

15.30 brief discussion
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15.45 B.Battaglia: suggestions and conclusions

16.00 break

16.20 Chairman: A.Liberatori

Environmental and applied research 

16.25 R.Azzolini: A review on scientific initiatives at the Italian Arctic Station

16.35 brief discussion

17.00 J.H.Hecq: suggestions and conclusions 

Human sciences 

17.15 M.Manzoni: Human interests in the Arctic

17.30 brief discussion

Closing panel 

17.45 A.Meloni: SCAR and bi-polar research

18.00 O.Rogne: IASC priorities

18.15 B.Battaglia: conclusions

Return  
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